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Philosophical anthropology, discipline within philosophy that seeks to unifi' the
several ernpirical investigations of human nature in an effort to understmd individuals as both
creatures of their environment and creators of their own values.

anthrupology and philo sophical anthropology

Origins and teminolog5r

In the 18th century, "anthropology" was the branch of philosophy that gave an account of human
nature. At that time, ahnost everything in the domain of systematic knowledge was understood to
be a branch of philosophy. Physicg for example, was still known as 'hatural philosophy," and
the study of monomics had developed as a part of "moral philosophy." At the same time,
mthropology was aot where the main work of philosophy was done. As a bnanch of philosophy
it served, instead, as a kind of review of the implications for human nature of philosophically
more central doctrines, and it may have incorporated a good deal of empirical material that
would now be thought of as belonging to psychology. Because the field of study was a pfi of
philosophy, it did not have to be explicitly so.described.

By the end of the 19th century, anthroplogy and oumy other disoiplines. had established their
independenoe from philosophy. Anthropology emerged as a bnanch of the social sciences that
studied the biological and evolutionary history of human beings (physicat anthropology), as well
as the culture and society that distinguished Homo sapiens from other animal species (cultwal
atthropology). In their study of social and cultural institutions and practices, anthropologists
typically focused on the less highly developed societies, further distinguishing anthropology
from sociology

As a result of these developments, the termphilosophical anthropotogis not in familiar use
among anthropologists and would probably not meet with any ready comprehension from
philosophers either, at least in the English-speaking world. When anthropology is conceived in
contemporary teflns, philosophical thought might come within its purview only as an element in
&e cuhure of some society that is under study, but it would be very unlikely to have any part
to play in an anthropologist's work or in the way human nature is conceived for the purposes of
that work. To put the matter somewhat differently, anthropology is now regarded as an empirical
scientific discipline, and, as such, it discounts the relevance of philosophical theories of human
nature. The inference here is that philosophical (as opposed to empirical) anthropology would
almost cutainly be bad anthropology

These views reflect a positivistic conception of scientific knowledge and the negative judgment
of philosophy that t)'pically goes with it. According to this view, philosophy, like religion,
belongs to a period in the history ofthought that has passed; it has been replaoed by sciencc and
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no longer has any real contribution to make to inquiries that conform to the rigorous epistemic
or cognitive nonns set by the natural scisnces. It follows that the apflication of the
ldsective philosophical-notirst to anthropology, but to any discipline at all . has tallen out of
favour. The only exception would be when the philosophicai aspect of the discipline in question
is confined to epistemological and logical matters and remains quite distinc; from
the srbstantive inquiries in which tbat discipline engages.

Any mention of the 'lhilosophy of physics," the "philosophy of history," or even the
"philosophy of anthopologt'' almost always pertains to philosophy in this ttarro*., sense. Many
philosophers have signaled ar acceptance of this limitation on ttteir work by concentating their
dtention on lmguage as the medium through which logical issues can be expressed. When other
philosophes slnim that they still have something substantive and distinctive to say about human
nature, their work is customarily categorized as "philosophical anthropology," thus avoiding the
confirsion tfut the old usage might @use. This term is also appfied to ihe older accounts of
humm nature by philosophers whose work predated such distinCtions. For the purposes of this
discussion, however, the primary reference of the to:m philasophical anthropotob wtt be to the
period in which these ambiguities developed.

The oncept of the,,soul-mindt'

Despite the tenninological changes that developed over time, philosophers who have considered
questions of human ndure have demonstrated substantial continuity in the types of issues they
have studied. In both old and new approaches, the principal focus 

-of 
philosophical interest has

been a feature of human natue that has long been central to self-understanding. In simple terms,
it is the recognition that human beings have minds---or, in more traditional pailaoce, souls. Long
before recorded history, the soul was undersfood to be that part of human nature that made hif{
motion, and sentience possible. Since at least the lgth ceirtury the actuality of the soul has been
hotly contested in Western philosophy, usually in the n"me of scien@, ispecially as the vital
functions once atfributed to it were gradually explained by normal physical and physiological
processes.

But even though its defenders no longer apply the term widelg the conoept of the soul has
€ndured. Within philosophy it has been progressively refined to the point of being transformed
into the concept of mind as that part of htrman nattne wlrerein intelleetual and moral ppwers
reside. At the same time, many of the ideas traditionally associated with the soul-immortality,
for example-have been largely abandoned by philosophy or assigned to religion. Among-a
wider public, however, the word soul ts arguably more familiar and comprehensiUte tnan mrlnd,
especially as an expression of what humans conceive of as their "inne,r reality." For the purposes
of this discussion" therefore, the two terms will be used in their appropriate contexts and,
occasionally, in a compound form, the "soul-mind."

The c.hallenge of materialism

Despite the aforementioned continuity between ancient and modern philosophical accounts of
the soul-mind, there is in fact a major difference between the two. During the lgth century the
long-standing concept of the mind as an entity distinct from the body was challenged, causing it
(as well as the concept of the soul) to become problemdic in a new and quite radical way.
Appealing to the authority ofthe natural sciences, the challenge issued in an explicitly materialist
theory of human nature and of all the functions that ,rad tradrtionally been thought of as
"mental." These developments in turn helped to detennine the current sifuation con&onting
philosophical anthropology, in which it mu$ dmide whether or not to join a widening scientific
ard philosophical consensus on these matters.

In a sense, materialism itself can be treated as a new thesis within philosophical anthropology,
and due note will be taken of it as such. Even so, it should also be notea that the philosopn*it
who side \Mith the new materialism do not refer to themselves as "philosophical anthropologists"
but usually sirnply as 'philosophers of, mind." It &es ?ppear, motreover, that those who do
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describe themselves as philosophical anthropologists rernain committed to working out
a conception ofhuman p€rsonality that centres on the notion of a sout-mina, as well as on thevarious notions of intellectual, moral, and spiritual lif'e that traditionally have been associatedwith it' As srch a Jto1gct, philosophicai. anthropology now has tle $atus of what, inmother context, the English political theorist w.ri. ciiri" ruu"J 

-* ;trrrriiarv #;;";concq)t."

The fundamental is-sre between philosophical anthropologists who are qympathetic tomaterialim md tlose who are nol is whether ihe disciplio.nrurt espouse amderialist onfolory if it is not to be dismissed as 'trnscientific." That issue in turn raises thefurth question ofwhether a consistently materialis tl*.y of human nature is reaty possible.
In dealing with these questions, it is important to acknowledge the deep affiliation of the
.didoryt philosophical conception of human nature with the intuitive understmding that humanbeings have of themselves md of their fellow human beings. In that understanding,m attitude tht is known to philosophers as direct, or "naive,"iealism is wett established.Philosophers regard it as naive because it claims tlut nu.*s perceive things in the worlddirectly and without the mediaion of any impression, ide4 oi ,.pr"r.otution. Because noprovision is made for any such direct ryprehension in the scientifio *trrO"i.*, the concept has
t"-l*q*aily diryrlssed. Ivlore getterally, intuitive distinctions of this kind do not fare wellwithin scientific thinltlg, which reiognizes facts onlywhen all their **poornts can ue reducedto a comn*on level ofphysical process. Altho*gh, historkally, philosophihas shard this distrustof commonsense distinctions and has not hesitated to ovenide them with constructions of itsowtt' contemporaryphilosophical anthropologytypically treats such intuitions with more reqpect.It does ry! 9imply dismiss them as crude rrr&r, *a ii does not treat the fact that they may beirreconcilable with assumptions made by the natural sciences as the last word on the subject.
Wherever possible, it trieq instead, to incorporate them into a defensible *orrptr' of human
nature that leaves the work of the sciences itanding, though not necessarily wiihin the kind ofontological framework that scientists maythink is required.-
There is a wide variety of views as to how this can best be done, but these do not seem to engage
the attention of many contemporary philosophers. As Socrates discovered, many philosophers
have regarded the ndural world and iti procelses as being at least as interestlog" if not more so,thm the human mind and its vagaries. That attitude has miintained itself do*o io tn present dayand may even have become more extreme. The name of Socrates does, however, $rggest apositiveaffinityfor philosophical anthropology withhumanismu, u *od. of thought-fiat isarimated by a sfrong sense of both the moial amd the human importance of achieving an
ynlersJanding of human nature. It cm also be argued that interest in the character of one,s orryn

Fiog h-a;-been a major mgtive of philosophical inquiryas a whole. Humans do not, rft.t;lt,;;k
large philosophicat questions primarily in their capacity as workers in a specialized field ofinquiry; rather, they ask them as human beings who ieel tle need to understand their own lives inas wide a context as possible. It may be that a candid identification of philosophical
antlropolory with that degree of humane interest would express its character better than an
officiatr designation of it as a *rbfield within the bureancratizedworld of aoademic philosophy. It
would then be, in effect, the philosophical rationale for the understanding of human nature that
humanism has represented, tlpically without offering much in the way of ffiort6g argument.
Eady conceptions of the soul

The ealiest origins 9f the concept of the soul are hidden in a remote prehistoric pastr Human
beings }1{oubtedly lived then, as most still do, in a state of deep absorpiion in the world aroundthem. This has always made it very difficult to turn attention io whatever it may be
about human beings themselves tlrat makes it possible for them to 'have a world,, at all.
What seems to have gtruck these early human beings most forcefully was the difference between
what is alive and what is dead. This was the distinction thd tG idea of soul was originally
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designed to express. The soul was a life-principle, and, as such, it was regarded as something
that leaves the body at death. As indicated by a variety of Indo-European words for soul, such ai
the Sanskrit atmsn md the GrekpsychE,itwas often identified with breath; it was not so much
immaterialas it was afiner, denuded form of maffer

As thinking about these issues progressed, a variety of functions wsre assigned to the soul, which
gradually came to be conceived as a kind of container in which the functions resided. The soul
was what humm thoughts and feelings were '1n," and it was itself each person's inner reality.
This connotation of inwardness survives to this day. The soul was ionsidered a distinct
individual enh'ty---not unlike an organ of the body, but also very different, because its locdion in
the body could not be determined. Furthermore, the concept of soul seemed familiar because it
was ryoke,n of in the way people speak about ordinary "things." It also appears to have been
modeled on familiilr objects in the sense that, in perception, every property-of an object outside
&e mind correrynded to a counterpart properfy within the mind; thii was joined by the
assumption {hat the latter somehow reproduced the former. In this way, each soul-mind came to
be mdersood as one more entity in the world, yet one with the uniquo qualrty of containing
simulacra ofthe other entities

Early conceptions of the soul

The earliest origins of the concept of the soul are hidden in a remote prehistoric past. Human
beings undoubtedly lived then, as most still do, in a stde of deep absorption in the world around
them. This has always made it very difficult to turn attention io whdever it may be
about human beings themselves that makes it possible for them to "have a world" at all.

What seems to have struck these early human beings most forcefully was the difference between
rryhat is alive and what is dead. This was the distinction that the idea of soul was originally
designed to express. The soul was a life-principle, md, as such, it was regarded as somettring
that leaves the body at death. As indicated by a variety of Indo-European words for soul, such as
the Sanslait atmsn and the Ctreekpsychb-, it was often identified with breath; it was not so much
immaterial as it was a finer, attenuated funn of matter

As thinking about these issues progressed, a variety of functions were assigned to the soul, which
gradually came to be conceived as a kind of container in which the functions resided. The soul
was what human thoughts and feelings were "in," and it was itself each person's inner reality.
This connotation of inwardness survives to this day. The soul was considered a distinct
individual entity-not unlike an organ ofthe body, but also very different, because its location in
the body could not be deterrrined. Furthermorg the concept of soul seemed familiar because it
was spoken of in the way people speak about ordinary 'othings." It also appears to have been
modeled on familiar objec{s in the sense that, in paception, ev€ry property of an object outside
the mind corresponded to a counte{part properly within the mind; this was joined by the
assumption that the latter somehow reproduced the former. In this way, each soul-mind came to
be understood as one more entity in the world, yet one with the unique quallty of containing
simulacra of the other entities.

One of the facts tlmt the soul-mind was strppo*d to acoount for was the knowledge that humans
had of the world around them. However oblivious early humans may have been to the notion of
themselves as '3ubjects," they did not overlook the role that sense organs play in perception. It
was sometimes thought-and children still often imagine-that rays of some kind emanate from
the eyes and meet other rays emanating from the perceived object halfivay, u/here perception
supposedly occurs. Eventually, however, poception came to be understood as a process outside
the body that reaches a seilse organ and then produces some kind of facsimile of the object in the
person whose sense organ has been affected. Knowledge is thus the production of a copy (or
something like it) in the mind of the object that is outside it. Just how and where this ociurred
was unknown, but various parts of the body were usually held to be the locus of both perception
and the other functions that wse later referred to as "mental."
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The cognitive function thus assigned to the soul could be addressed to many different kinds of
objects, and the emphasis given to one or the other of these has varied substantially from one
period in the history of thought to another. The natural world was the immediate object of both
perception and thought, but it was not long before God came to be considered an even more
important object of knowledge. Indeed, knowledge of God eve,ntually came to be regarded by
some philosophers as a necessary condition for any other knowledge the soul dgnt frave
including ttrat of the natural world. Still another object of knowledge lor the soul was the soul
itself; its ability to take itsel{ reflexively, as the object of its own iwareness has been cited as
one of its most remarkable characteristics.

Ofthese three types of knowledge-ofthe extemal world, of God, and ofthe soul itself-it is the
first that has received most attention from philosophers. Although that priority of interest will be
observed in this discussion, the other kinds of knowledge will 6 touched on in
appropriate contexts. (Oddly, one kind of knowledge, of the souls or minds of other human
beings, did not become a major topic of philosophical discussion until late in the modem period,
and sinee then it has been mush controverted; see other minds, problern of.) But if the soul-mind
had all of these different cognitive capabilities, it could not 6e a purely receptive or passive
entity' It had its orvrl spontmeity even in the area of cognition, rvh"r, it could
draw inferences about things or events not immediately present in space or time. Even more
important, the soul-mind had the power to make decisions and undertake actions, and
accordingly it held responsibility for the moral quality of those decisions and actions. The
relation betweeir judgments of the moral quality of action and other so-called .Tactual-
knowledge was also much debated.
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